
Our mission is to bring prevention education to youth and
families to stop human trafficking before it starts. 

Sex Trafficking Industry Medical

Ready to Stand Curriculum Guide



ready to stand curriculum guide

Sex Trafficking Industry Medical: 90 - 120 Minutes 

This curriculum is designed to be open-ended, easily customizable, and flexible

for students’ and teachers’ needs. Activities, PowerPoints, and videos should all be

used to guide discussion, while allowing specific group and/or student needs and

interests to lead the way.

about this curriculum:

materials needed:

$20 bill

Large Grooming Cards
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activities:

Value Activity 

Grooming Activity 
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curriculum guide key:

Suggested Stopping Point

Note to Educator

Activity Social Media Discussion

Virtual Option

Story
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objectives:

The ability to explain the concept of intrinsic value (their own and that of

others).  

The ability to define the terms of human trafficking, sex trafficking,

consent, and grooming.  

The ability to identify personal and societal risk factors regarding sex

trafficking and the grooming process.  

The ability to identify social media as a risk factor, as well as a primary

method of recruitment and grooming for sex trafficking.

Slide 1 - Introduction  

Introduce yourself as a speaker with The Set Me Free Project. 

Gauge their mood and comfort level to decide how to begin and set the stage.  

Lay the foundation for the work the group will be doing over the next few

sessions.  

The mission of The Set Me Free Project: To bring prevention education to youth

and families to stop trafficking before it starts.   

Our goal and our hope is that everything we will talk about will help them to stay

safe and healthy in every way. We want them to be educated about human

trafficking; and as safe as possible from ever becoming a victim of human

trafficking.   

We are here to have a conversation. We are here to talk about “real life stuff” and

YOU are in a safe space to be open.  

You may choose to keep it simple and go around the group with traditional

introductions, or if you feel the group would benefit from something different, feel

free to lead the group in some ice breaking activities.

Say: The Set Me Free Project will talk to anybody and everybody who wants us to

come in and present. We are in schools and communities throughout the state of

Nebraska and Iowa with  reach in South Dakota, Kansas, and Illinois.   
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Slide 3 - Video: Dental Monitor Commercial 

Before the video: Reference back to the fact that we teach prevention education.

Tell the audience there is a difference between awareness and prevention then

introduce the commercial. 

After the video: Ask, “Was that awareness or prevention?” Inform them that we

want to give people the tools to prevent trafficking (what a trafficker looks like,

warning signs to understand, luring tactics, etc.) to prevent it from happening. 

Say: “Awareness would be me coming here today and telling you all that

‘Trafficking exists, it’s happening in our state, and it’s really scary! Okay, bye.

Good luck.’ We want to make sure we’re giving you tips and tools on how to

prevent it, stop it, and recognize the signs.”
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Our presentations for youth begin in 3rd grade and go through college age. We

also speak to adults in every facet, communities,  specific businesses, educators,

and of course, parents.  Now, in 3rd grade we certainly don't talk about human

trafficking per sae, however we do talk about digital safety, responsibility, and

what it means to be a good, empathetic person.

We have a lot of information for you on our website, so I encourage you to look at

the resources, and we keep things updated so check back periodically. We want

to be a consistent resource for you. We want this to be as interactive as possible,

so don't hesitate to ask questions or comment. Please keep in mind that this

presentation is designed for adults. We are available with a separate and age

appropriate presentation for your kiddos.

Slide 2 - Take Care of You 

Tell the audience you want to preface the presentation with a trigger warning

and a take care of you due to the nature of the topic. Encourage the audience to

take a personal break from the presentation if they need to just step away for a

minute (bathroom break, water break, etc.) and that it won’t hurt your feelings.

Urge them to come back, however, because the information is critially important. 
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Slide 4: Value

Say: We’re going to do something we do with the kids. I'm going to ask you to be

eight graders for a moment for me. For some of you that may be easier than

others. 

Hold up a $20 bill. 

Ask: Who wants $20? Allow them time to raise their hands and for each question

allow time for answers. Have fun with it. 

Say: Great! What if I fold it in a little square? Do you still want it?  What if I crumble

it into a tiny little ball, do you still want it? So what if I spit on it? Do you still want

it? What if I throw it on the ground and step on it? Do you still want it? What if I call

it dirty and disgusting names? Do you still want it? And what if I rip it? How about

now?  

Yes! You still want it, but why? Allow answers.

Say: The $20 bill still has value!  And that is exactly what our kids need to

understand. This is the foundation of everything we talk about. And this is the

foundation of what our kids need to know. They have an intrinsic value that does

not change. It doesn't matter who they are, it doesn't matter where they live, it

doesn’t matter who their mom and dad are, it doesn't matter how much money they

have or how much money they don't have, it doesn't matter how many likes they

have on social media or how many followers they have. It doesn’t matter. They have

an intrinsic value that does not change no matter what happens to them, or what

they do. Our kids need to understand they have value and human dignity and there

is nothing that can change that.

Slide 5 - What is Human Trafficking 

Ask the audience to define human trafficking. Then ask what they think human

trafficking looks like in the world, in their state, and in their community.  

Define human trafficking (animate definition): The buying and selling of a human

being for the personal profit and gain of another through FORCE, FRAUD, or

COERCION. So what does that really mean? Let’s talk about the words force,

fraud, and coercion.
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Slide 6 - Force, Fraud, and Coercion

Ask: What is Force? Allow a handful of  answers.

Say: Force is physically making someone do something against their will. When we

think of human trafficking we immediately think of the white creepy van or being

kidnapped, being assaulted or even the movie “Taken." And although that can,

however, that's not what happens most often, especially here in state.  

What we see more often is fraud.  

Ask: What is Fraud? Allow a handful of  answers

Say: Fraud is deceit or deception; fake job offers, fake relationships, someone

pretending to be something they are not; making false promises or using

trickery.  This is the one more often used.  This could be someone telling you you're

beautiful or that they love you all while knowing that they intend to use you later to

get money. Or offering a job that seems legit but later they don’t pay you.

Oftentimes we don’t know their true intent until it's too late. In a fake relationship the

person could be exactly who they say they are. The part that is fake, is the love.

Sometimes these friendships or relationships start in person, but often they begin

online.

Ask: What is Coercion? Allow a handful of  answers 

Say: Coercion is mental and emotional manipulation; using affection or intimidation

to gain compliance or even blackmail. This could look like: If you don’t do what I tell

you to do it's going to happen to your little brother or sister. If you don't do what I tell

you I know where your family lives and I’ll hurt them.  

Again this can happen face to face and online. A common tactic is internet best

friend or internet dating. Think about how someone might invite you to share nudes

and then use those nudes against you to blackmail you into doing what they want. 

People often ask why human trafficking happens. And to answer that I'll let you finish

this statement: The root of all kinds of evil is (allow answers), the love of money.

Say: This is a business first. Not a good business, but a business nonetheless. And in

business you have to have three things, a buyer, a seller and a product. In this case

the product is...(allow answers), humans. So let’s be clear this is a business where

the money is blood money. Also know that it doesn’t have to just be cash it can be

an exchange of anything of value. It can be a place to stay, media, drugs, food, etc.
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Ask, rhetorically:  If fraud and coercion are more prevalent in human trafficking, why do

we hear about the force scenarios in the news, movies, and social media more often?

Story: Shannon, 12 years old, is on her way home from school one day when a white

creepy van pulls beside her and kidnaps her. What do we, as a society, do? We're going

to start looking for Shannon immediately. We are going to put up missing posters, put in

safety measures for our youth, we might organize a search party, put up billboards, and

eventually, this story might make national news. Who do we blame for Shannon’s

disappearance? We blame the perpetrator. But let’s imagine that Sonia, same age, is in

a relationship with someone that people might consider a bad influence. Sonia is from

a troubled home life and gets into trouble quite a bit. Sonia, after being groomed by

this person; telling her he loves her, no one will love her like he will, and let’s go make a

life for ourselves. Sonia decides to leave with him. What do we, as a society do? There

probably are no missing posters, no safety measures, no search party, no billboards, and

no news. Who do we blame for Sonia’s disappearance? We blame Sonia, the

victim. Because of our emotional connection to the seemingly “innocent” scenario 1, the

news, movies and social media capitalize on what we’ll pay attention to. But make no

mistake, Sonia is just as innocent. Sonia did not “ask for it”. Sonia deserves just as much

help.
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Note to Educator: For minors that have experienced of Sexual exploitation or C-SEC

(Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children) they are legally considered victims of

sex trafficking. Force, fraud, or coercion does not have to be proven. If the person is

not a minor, it is necessary to prove force, fraud, or coercion in order to convict a

trafficker for sex trafficking.

Note to Educator: Each state has different laws. For example, In Nebraska, the

law states it only takes two: the buyer, the seller, seller and the victim.

It’s also important to understand that any form of self trafficking that a minor

does is still considered sex trafficking.

Social Media Discussion: So, if it’s not about kidnapping, how are people who have

harmful intentions preying on their victims? Wait for answers. 

It’s about relationship building. Traffickers want to build relationships with us so it

becomes a relationship of “trust.” 

What do you think is one of the most common ways traffickers find and start to build

relationships with those they want to build relationships with? Wait for answers.
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Yes! Social media. When we have access to the world, the world also has access to

us. People who want to do us harm often use social media to not only target us, but

also build relationships  through social media. Throughout our time together we’re

going to discuss how they do that.

Slide 7 - Video: New Facts 

Discuss the video

Bonded Labor - when there is a debt tied to the labor.

Forced Labor - Literal physical force by means of physical harm

Child Labor - and exploitation of a minor enduring any form of work that

deprives them of their childhood, interferes with their ability to attend regular

school, and is mentally, physically, socially or morally harmful.

Slide 8 - Types Of Human Trafficking  

Say: There are two common types of human trafficking here in the Midwest that

we focus on. Discuss the types of human trafficking.

Discuss sex trafficking. Sex trafficking looks like prostitution and pornography and

is the number one form of trafficking of which youth are at risk When we are

looking at minors involved in commercial sex, force, fraud, or coercion do not have

to be proven.

When we are talking about adults, on a federal level, force, fraud, OR coercion

must be proven to convict on sex trafficking. When we are talking about minors,

any commercial sex is considered sex trafficking.

Sex trafficking can be recruited and the crime committed online and in person.

Discuss labor trafficking. Labor trafficking can be in the form of domestic,

agricultural, or any type of working servitude. Because minors can legally hold

jobs, force, fraud, or coercion does have to be proven to confirm labor trafficking.

Both types of trafficking can span across all ages and all people.

AND MORE...There are also other types of trafficking such as organ harvesting,

child soldiers and child brides.  We don’t see those as often here in the Midwest. 

We won’t touch on those today for time sake, but those are great opportunities for

research.
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Note to Educator: Let the audience know this: “We have a labor trafficking

presentation as well, just FYI.” LABOR TRAFFICKING PRESENTATION COMING SPRING

2021.

Slide 9 - Global Illegal Industries 

Tell the audience that human trafficking brings in an estimated $150 billion dollars per

year, worldwide. Discuss how this is only second to drug trafficking but it is thought

that human trafficking will surpass drug trafficking. 

Ask: “Why do you think that is? Why would human trafficking become more profitable?”

Allow time for answers. 

Talk about how drugs can only be sold once then the trafficker has to get more

product while, when a person is the product, that same person can be sold dozens,

hundreds, thousands of times. 

Note to Educator:  This discussion of drugs being a product that can be depleted and

a person can be sold over and over, is only shared in adult presentations, never youth

presentations. Educators are advised to use discretion with the audience, as to not

use this statement for shock value, fear mongering or a motivation for anyone with ill

intent. This information is only shared to help the audience understand why human

trafficking is so pervasive and so profitable. Omit this part of the discussion at your

discretion.
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Note to Educator: We only acknowledge these other forms of trafficking. We don’t

have time to discuss the rest.

From an Educator: When I mention infants and seniors being sold for sex, I get a lot of

dropped jaws. It is very important to explain that yes, it is "gross (word students use)"

to think someone selling and buying a grandma, but it is also just as "gross" for

someone to buy sex from someone who is in their 20’s. It is someone  dehumanizing a

human being, and treating them like a product.
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Slide 10 - Are We Looking For The Wrong Things? 

Discuss the hype around human trafficking and what people believe it is. Give

examples you’ve seen on social media (such as zip ties on cars so traffickers can

kidnap people, a victim needing to be taken to another country for it to be sex

trafficking, etc.). 

Say: When we believe these stereotypes and falsities, we are creating a false

narrative of what sex trafficking really is. We want you to have all the right

education to be as safe as you can. I’m going to test you now and see what you

think are facts or myths about sex trafficking.
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Slide 11 - Myth Activity

FACT: As many as 50% of individuals being trafficked for sex are male.

One study estimates that as many as half of sex trafficking victims and survivors

are male. Advocates believe that percentage may be even higher but that male

victims are far less likely to be identified. LGBTQ+ boys and young men are seen

as particularly vulnerable to trafficking.

Slide 12 - Myth Activity

MYTH: Individuals who are trafficked will be desperate to escape their trafficker

and will ask for help when they need it.

Individuals who experience trafficking may not readily seek help due to a number

of factors, including shame, self-blame, fear, or even specific instructions from

their traffickers regarding how to behave when interacting with others. They do

not always self-identify and may not realize that they have rights.

Slide 13 - Myth Activity

MYTH: If someone has consented to their initial situation, it is not considered

trafficking.

Initial consent to commercial sex or labor before the trafficker used force, fraud, or

coercion is not relevant.
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Slide 14 - Myth Activity

FACT: Human trafficking and Human smuggling are not the same things.

Human smuggling and human trafficking are distinct crimes under federal law.

Human smuggling refers to an illegal border crossing, while human trafficking

involves commercial sex acts or labor services that are induced through force,

fraud, or coercion, regardless of whether or not transportation occurs.

Slide 15 - Myth Activity

FACT: A person can be trafficked from their home or school.

Trafficking can happen to someone anywhere. A person can be living at home

and going to school and still be sold by their trafficker after school. There are so

many stories about familial trafficking.  Mom sold her daughter on the weekend to

make rent money. Uncle sold his nephew when he came to stay with him for

drugs.  We also have more stories than I can tell you about students being sold at

school for a ride or at the football game by their peers or in some cases the

school staff. It does not have to be something ongoing nor does it have to be a

dark basement with a held captive for it to be trafficking.  Trafficking happens

right in front of us.

Slide 16 - Myth Activity

MYTH: Most recruiting happens along gas stations or truck stops along major

highways or Interstates.

45% meet their traffickers in person at parties, malls, schools, and other locations,

and 55% meet their traffickers via text website or app.

Slide 17 - Trafficker Faces

Imagine you are in a grocery store and you see the next 8 people walk by, see if

you can pick out the trafficker.

Faces of a trafficker - which one do you think is the trafficker? Stories of each in

about three sentences roughly, focusing on the luring tactics of building trust or

using trust.

Say: What do they have in common? Nothing, except they all build relationships

with their victims to exploit (i.e. they all knew their victims).
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The next time you think of what a human trafficker looks like I want you to

remember these faces. Remember that these are just people. They come in all

races, genders, ages, professions or relationships and their luring tactics are almost

always building trust. So it can be someone who seems like a friend or takes

advantage of your family relationship or the couple next door who helped you.

How many white creepy vans did you hear about in these stories?  How many were

initially assaulted vs. how many had some sort of trust first?

Slide 18 - Who is the Trafficker?

52% of all recruiters are male, 42% are female, and 6% are couples. 

Talk about how shocking this statistic is to most people. Relate it back to the

trafficker stereotype and talk about how people often don’t think of a female being

able to do something like this because females are “nice” and “kind” and

“nurturing” but traffickers can be anyone. In fact, female traffickers may use this

perception as a tactic. People feel more comfortable with them, so that

relationship may build quicker. It's important to recognize our skewed perceptions,

so that we're not only looking for the wrong things.

Slide 19 – Vulnerabilities

These are just SOME of the vulnerabilities that traffickers look for. Read each one

including vulnerable populations. Highlight two or three and discuss how traffickers

may identify that vulnerability and then use that against a person. Talk through

these as you would their children. 

Poverty: Act as a trafficker and look at the audience while saying “We’ve been

together a while now. And I just think you are so amazing. I know you haven’t

had a lot in your life and I think you deserve the world. I want to take you on a

shopping spree and let you buy whatever you want. This is how much I love

you.

Feeling Rejected - Act as a trafficker and look at the audience while saying

“You are the most amazing person I’ve ever met. I can’t believe you are all

mine. Everyone else has been missing out. You have the most gorgeous eyes. I

understand you better than anyone else. I’m so sorry you’re having struggles at

home, I’ll protect you. Whenever you’re ready let me know.” So the next time

they get into a fight with you, who do you go to?
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Running Away - If you feel that you need to get away from an unsafe situation,

what can you do? Discuss: *If your best friend tells you that they can’t handle it

anymore and they are going to run  away, what are you going to say to them?

What is a healthier method than running away?

Drugs/Alcohol – Can seem like a good way to “escape”, but when we’re under

the influence nobody makes good choices - what are other ways to destress?

People may do drugs/alcohol to try and escape. They may also feel peer

pressured into using. Discuss healthy ways to combat stressful situations.  Say:

We cannot control all of our vulnerabilities. The average age at which people begin

to be trafficked is their teens or younger. Can a person change their age?

Obviously, not. So, this isn't about changing the vulnerabilities, necessarily, but

knowing what they are so you can recognize possible things people who want to

harm you might use to their advantage.
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Slide  20- Potential Trafficking Warning Signs

Say: Each of these are possible signs of someone who has been trafficked. We

don’t want to use this as a checklist  more as a guide. Trafficking can look very

different for each individual. The best way to spot it is to know your friends and

family and know when there has been a change in behavior, clothing, mood, work

hours. Etc. The number one way to prevent human trafficking is to build

relationships. Traffickers build excellent relationships, we need to build better

ones. Traffickers create strong networks, we need to have stronger ones. 

Keep in mind that most people in a trafficked situation, don’t self-identify as

having been trafficked. And most survivors know their traffickers before they were

trafficked. and are unlikely to think of that known person as a trafficker.



Shayla was an 8th grade girl at a local school that LOVED to be on social media.

Her favorite app was Instagram. She would post all of the time, you know, the

things 8th graders post. Now, Shayla loved to go to a place called Skatedaze.

Skatedaze, now closed, had it all. Laser tag, go karts, and of course, roller skating.

Shayla loved to roller skate.

Shayla would post on social media, “Hey guys, I’m going to Skatedaze tonight, who

wants to go with me?” Or, “Hey guys, I just got these new pink skates! Come and

break them in with me!”

What Shayla didn’t know was that she was being followed on Instagram by a guy

named Cole. Now Cole was older, in his early 20’s, and Cole just watched her on

Instagram for awhile. One day, Shalya was at Starbucks, and what do you know,

Cole walked in.
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Slide 22 - The Stages of Grooming

Discuss the grooming process. Define grooming, then discuss the steps of the

grooming process in relation to the video. Mention that it is a process that can

take years, months, weeks or even in some cases just days. At this time you can

link social media safety to human trafficking. We know that because it’s not about

kidnapping but relationship building, it is critical to understand the grooming

process and how it works.

Note to Educator: The story below can be told as away to drive the grooming

process home.
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Slide  21 - Victim Centered Approach Video

Discuss the video and the need to view everything through a victim centered

approach. 
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He looked at Shayla and said, “Hey, I know you.”

She looked up and didn’t recognize him, “Nope, I don’t think so.”

“Yeah,” he said, “you go to Skatedaze, right?”

“Oh, yeah, I do!” she said.

“In fact,” he said, “you just bought those new pink skates, right?”

“Oh my gosh! Yes!” she said! “I did get new pink skates!”

“Yeah, I saw you in them. By the way, your butt looked pretty good in those jeans 

you were wearing.”

Shayla smiled and really liked his comment.

They quickly exchanged phone numbers and Snaps and started texting regularly. 

Shayla found out she got tickets to Katy Perry! She was so excited! She

immediately posted on Instagram how excited she was to go to the Katy Perry

concert.

The night of the concert came and, what do you know, Cole was at the Katy Perry

concert! They connected at the concert and then they started dating. They dated

for about a year and Cole said all the right things.

After a while, all the nice things turned into controlling behavior and insults. “Hey!

You text me back when I text you!” “And you know your friends that used to be

around all the time? Have you noticed they’re not around? That’s because I’m the

only one who can stand to be around you. I’m the only one who loves you.” “And

your parents? They are so controlling! I would never treat you like that. You are so

lucky to have me.”

Shayla loved Cole, but over time he was eating away at her self-esteem and

confidence. One day, Cole stopped by Shayla’s school and said, “Hi, I’m here to

pick up Shayla. I’m her dad and she has a dentist appointment.” Shayla came

bouncing down the hall saying, “Hi, Daddy!” Cole took her out of school and sold

her over and over again. He continued to do so and maintained control.



Large group activity: Use the large grooming cards and ask for 6 volunteers. Have
the volunteers stand in front of the class and give them each a card, out of order,
of the stages of grooming. Then have the class put them in the order of the stages
of grooming. Share the correct order with the group when they have it right.

Stage 1: They target you  
Stage 2: They gain your trust  
Stage 3: They fill a need  
Stage 4: They isolate you  
Stage 5: They sexualize you Stage 
Stage 6: They maintain control 

All of these stages of grooming can be online or in person.
The grooming process can start and end online just as easily as it can start and
end face to face.  Whether someone initially meets that person online or later
interacts online or is being sold online, Social media has a significant place in the
grooming process today.

Virtual Option: On a Zoom call, separate the class in breakout rooms. Make sure
they already have an out of order list of the stages of grooming. Pop in and out of
each breakout room to see their progress. When everyone comes back, have each
group share what their guess to the order of the stages of grooming. Share the
correct order with the group.
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Slide 23 - Consent

Ask the audience what they think consent is, and what it looks like in a relationship. 

Say: Teaching consent to youth can be done in a variety of ways, and teaching

consent doesn’t always have to be in the form of a long sit-down discussion about

consent (although those discussions are important, too). In fact, teaching consent is

an ongoing process in which different scenarios come up as children grow and

learn, and each scenario presents its own questions about the rules of consent. In

general, there are a few rules that you can discuss with kids that can help them

understand the basics of consent and help them react appropriately when faced

with new situations.Trust, like consent, is not indefinite. Someone can lose trust. 

What are those things?
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And trust isn’t equal.  For example you might trust me to stand here and share this

information, you might even say hello and chat with me in a public place if you see

me again but does that mean you trust me enough to have your 8 year old sleep over

at my house all alone?

Slide 24 - Consent

Teach kids to ask permission before touching their friends. 

Kids need to understand that consent goes both ways. Just as they are able to say

yes and no, so are their friends. Teach them that they can take photos of their

friends, and that’s okay, but they do have to ask permission in order to post the

photo. They need to ask their friends’ permission for everything as well. 

Never force a child to hug, touch, or kiss anyone.

This can be difficult as a parent because our kids are precious and there are a lot

of well intentioned family members that want to hug and squeeze our kiddos.

That’s understandable. But if our kids are even remotely uncomfortable with that,

we have to honor that. If we force them to hug a grandma, sit on Santa’s lap or

whatever it may be, we are teaching them that they don’t get to say “no” to

someone touching them in a way that makes them uncomfortable. Whether that

touch is good or bad, we have to teach them it’s okay to say no.

Help create empathy within your child.   

We want our kids to have empathy and compassion, but that doesn’t necessarily

come naturally. We have all seen toddlers not want to share. So, we must teach

our kids to care about others, have empathy, and treat people with respect. That

has to be modeled more than taught. As we teach people with dignity and value,

our kids will see that in us and want to do the same.

Teach kids that “no” and “stop” are important words and should be honored.

Teaching kids that no and stop are words that we don’t mess around with. A mom

shared that her kids would often play the tickle game. Big brother would tickle little

sister and it was always fun and respectful. But sometimes little sister would yell

“no” and “stop” for fun, not really wanting big brother to stop. 
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Mom, however, would step and say, “no was said, now you stop.” She would then

explain, say no and stop when you mean it and those words must always be

honored. Give kids the ability to say yes or no. Allow your children choices with the

ability to say yes or no. This will teach them that they get to choose during some of

those key times.

Allow children to talk about their body in anyway they want without shame.

Our children must learn that their body is not a bad or embarrassing thing. It’s a

part of who they are and that’s amazing. Often parents will use cutsie words to

describe “private parts.” This is never a good idea. Teach your kids the correct

terms for their genitals and body parts. It’s a safety issue. If a child is sexually

abused and their parents have taught them that their private parts are called a

“ding dong,” and they disclose to a safe adult saying my grandpa touched my ding

dong, it makes it that much harder to know exactly what the child means and

makes it that much harder to prove sexual abuse.  

Always model consent.  

Our kids learn from us before they learn from others and although teens have

additional outside influences their strongest perception of the world starts at

home. Show them what consent looks like.  As often as you can.  Teach them how

you and your significant other consent to hugs.
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Slide 25 – Who Is A Trustworthy Person?

Say: We used to teach youth all about stranger danger. That they need to be

careful around strangers and what to do if they encounter one. For example, we

teach them not to take candy from strangers, or not to talk to a stranger at all, or

not to ever get into a white van. But there was a problem with stranger danger, it

wasn’t, and isn’t, the strangers who are harming our youth. It’s people they know. In

fact, the majority of people who are doing our children harm; traffickers, molesters,

etc., are typically not strangers but people they know. So we have to teach our

children that it’s not about stranger danger, but about who a trustworthy person is.

And we must remember that for some of these kids their parents, their

grandparents are not trustworthy. 
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Slide 26 - Social Media

Say: What’s the truth behind social media and human trafficking?  

Ask: What are some ways you have heard of traffickers reaching their targets

through social media? Discuss a few answers.

Say: Most often our students will talk about the random guy from another country

with one photo who added them on social media or asked for an inappropriate pic

right away. Could this lead to a trafficking situation? Sure. I think we can all agree

their intentions of the random guy are not pure. However, considering what we’ve

talked about today, we as parents and community members want help educate our

youth on the grooming process and traffickers building trust. Let’s talk about how

they do that.

Discuss how something innocent our kids post, or even what we post, can be just

the information a predator is looking for.

Say: It’s important we know who we can trust. There are four characteristics that

differentiate a trustworthy person from a non-trustworthy person.

1. A trustworthy person will never ask you to do something illegal.

2. A trustworthy person will never ask you to something that goes against your moral

compass.

3. A trustworthy person will never ask you to keep a secret from your parents or

guardians.

4. A trustworthy person always wants the best for you.

Apply this to adults and their peers: are they being a trustworthy friend and do you

have trustworthy friends? Teach our kids to be advocates for each other.And model

that for them. Be a trustworthy friend.
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Slide  27- Brene Brown Video

Discuss the video. Ask: What did you learn? Did anything stand out? What do you

think you might be able to do differently if you experience a child who has

experienced trauma.
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Acute trauma results from a single incident.

Chronic trauma is repeated and prolonged such as domestic violence or

abuse.

Complex trauma is exposure to varied and multiple traumatic events, often of

an invasive, interpersonal nature.

Ask: What is trauma? Trauma is  a psychological, emotional response to an event

or an experience that is deeply distressing or disturbing. Everyone processes a

traumatic event differently because we all face them through the lens of prior

experiences in our lives. A psychological, emotional response to an event or an

experience that is deeply distressing or disturbing. Everyone processes a

traumatic event differently because we all face them through the lens of prior

experiences in our lives.

There are three main types of trauma. 

Flinching or jerking away from contact

If touch causes a negative reaction, this could be an indicator that you may

be dealing with someone who has experienced trauma. 

Sexualized behavior or seductiveness

Keep in mind that when someone has experienced sexual trauma, whether,

sexual abuse, sex trafficking, or anything related, they may have learned that

the only way to show someone that they trust them, or that they care about

them, might be through sexual expression.

Confused or having difficulty paying attention

Lack of responsiveness - appearing as if in another place 

This form of detachment helps someone who has been traumatized move

into a "safe place" within themself. 

Slide  29 - Possible Trauma Indicators

Say: When you are working with someone who has had trauma in their life, there are

a few possible trauma indicators to watch for. 

Slide  28 - Trauma

Say: When we are working with youth, it’s critical to have a trauma-informed

approach and work with a trauma-informed lens. 
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Providing health providers contradictory information

Suicidality and/or depression

Drug and alcohol misuse

Fearfulness, anxiety, and trauma symptoms 

Delayed medical care or untreated dental/medical care

Slide 30-  Medical Indicators & Red Flags

Say: When you are working with someone who has had trauma in their life, there are

a few possible medical indicators to watch for. 

Untreated injuries, explanations inconsistent with injuries

No preventative health care

Attempts at unsanitary/unprofessional medical “fixes”

All of the above indicates lack of medical care. One of the most common

medical problems that we find is infections due to cotton balls or tampons

lodged deep in the vaginal cavity to stop bleeding during menstruation so

they can continue "working." 

Multiple STIs or abortions 

Age inappropriate familiarity with sexual terms or practices

We often see this with children who have been abused sexually. This would

be a red flag for young children in particular. 

Slide 31 -  More Medical Indicators

High blood pressure

Malnourishment

Headaches

Fatigue

Abdominal pain

Back pain

Slide 32 -  More Medical Indicators

Say: Approximately 87% of trafficked victims will go to some sort of medical clinic,

hospital or setting during their time being trafficked. Of course, medical help is not

the first thing a trafficker will provide when a trafficked individual is injured, so a lot

of the medical "fixes" are quick fixes that are not medically sound. 
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May not self-identify as a victim

Most trafficked individuals do not recognize that they are victims. This will

impact an assessment in a very direct way. If you ask them if they need help,

they will not identify that they do. If you ask them if they are being trafficked,

they will not recognize that they are. 

In crisis mode

They are simply trying to survive. When we are in crisis mode, we may be

suspicious, hostile, volatile, and not helpful. 

Fear

They may be afraid! Afraid of medical personnel, afraid of law enforcement,

and afraid of their trafficker. 

Loyalty to trafficker

There is a quote that says, "If you want to help a trafficked individual, be

prepared to provide them everything their trafficker has." They may not look

at their trafficker as a threat, more often, they look at their trafficker as

someone who cares about them, takes care of them, and protects them. 

Mistrust of law enforcement and health professionals

Cultural/language barriers

We have to make sure we recognize cultural difference and language

barriers. As much as possible, have a professional interpreter handling

interpretations. Never let the trafficker do the interpreation for the patient. 

Slide 34 -  More How Trauma Can Impact Assessments

Non-linear timeline

People who have been impacted by trauma may not be able to tell their

trauma story in a linear fashion. It may appear that they are jumping around,

and not making any sense. Often this can appear as the trauma impacted

person is lying, but it is important to recognize that they often can't express

their trauma in a linear way. 

Slide 33 -  How Trauma Can Impact Assessments

Say: Trauma manifests differently in everyone, and just like that, it will impact

assessments differently as well. Here are some ways that trauma can impact

assessments. 
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Use the same words the suspected victim is using

Be open to unfamiliar narratives and stories

Always use a professional interpreter if needed

Use a trauma-informed, non-judgmental approach when interviewing patients

Slide 35 - Best Interviewing Questions

Say: Here are a few interviewing questions that can draw more information from a

trafficked person. 

Are you in a personal or work relationship with a person who physically harms

or threatens you?

You seem to be in a hurry to leave. We are here to help you. What is making

you feel anxious to leave right now?

Have you been hurt while working on the job either by someone you work for

or with?

Slide 36 - More Best Interviewing Questions

Slide 37 - Trauma Informed Responses

Memories can be random and stories can change.

Remember that if a trauma event occurred, memories can be random and not told

in a linear manner.

Avoid the “Why” questions.

When we ask questions, we want to avoid “why” questions and ask “how” did that

happen, or “what” happened; we want to avoid harming or blaming,  but instead,

thank them for sharing.

Offer choices – empower the survivor.

And Limit the number of times they tell their story.

ALWAYS BELIEVE THEIR STORY!

When  it comes to the difficult things our kids might need to discuss with us, we

should always believe their story.
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You have rights 

You don’t deserve this

You are not alone and not to blame 

You are entitled to services and help

Slide 40-  Communicate Messages of Hope

Say: We want to be a safe place for those being trafficked. We may never how we

have helped someone and provided hope, but when we are a safe place for those in

need, we can be someone they can come to at a later date for help. We want to

communicate messages of hope: 

Make referrals 

Have a complete resource of those who can be advocates for a trafficked

individual. Collaborate with:

Hospitals

Social workers

Appropriate service providers

Continue to be THERE FOR THEM

Remember that trafficked individuals are not desperate to leave their

trafficker. Their trafficker is providing them things we might not be able to

provide in the immediate; food, shelter, "love," etc. 

Reassure them they have a choice not to accept your help at this time

Choices are critical. The more choices you can provide the safer they may

feel. 

Slide 39 -  If They Aren't Ready

Say: And if they aren't ready to leave a trafficking situation provide these things: 

Asses safety

Make sure they are safe before you part from them if possible.

Slide 38 -  If You Suspect

Say: If you suspect that someone you are working with has been trafficked here are

a few things you can do: 

Slide 41- Video

Let's do this together!
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Slide 43 - You can help!

Encourage the audience to get involved!Let the audience know we are happy to

come to any group!

Slide  44 - Donations

Highlight the stats, the positive changes we are making.

Slide  45-  Follow Us

Let the audience know they can find us on Social Media

Slide 46- Let’s Talk!

Let the audience know there are several resources available, these are just a few.

And use us! We are a resource for you, your families, and your students. Please,

reach out to us. Email us, or call us, or message us on any of the platforms we are

on. Education and prevention is why we exist. We're here to help

Slide  42- READY to Stand Curriculum

Go over what presentations we offer, be sure to highlight that we have adult

presentations for almost any group. Talk about our key pieces that make our

curriculum stand out!


